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Lecture 4. The idea of economic integration 
in the 1950s

History of  European Integration
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The ECSC
§ The ECSC Treaty creates a framework of production and 

distribution arrangements for coal and steel and sets 
up an autonomous institutional system to manage it

§ Faced at the start of its existence with a big decline in 
demand for coal and steel in the post-war period which 
could have plunged Western Europe into a dangerous 
economic recession, the ECSC functioned smoothly by 
striking the right balance between production and 
distribution of resources

§ Subsequently, when the coal and steel industry went 
into deep crisis in the 1970s and 1980s, the ECSC was 
able to marshal an organized response which made it 
possible to carry out the necessary industrial 
restructuring and conversion while placing particular 
emphasis on the protection of workers' rights, in 
keeping with the European social model

Signed in Paris on 18 April 1951 
by
ü Belgium
ü Germany
ü France
ü Italy
ü Luxembourg
ü Netherlands
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The1950s
• Attempts to create the European 
defense community and the European 
political community (1952-1954)

• Two elite levels: Spaak or Monnet?
• Horizontal economic integration vs 
vertical economic integration



The failure of the European Defence
Community (EDC)
• In the summer of 1950, spurred on by the outbreak of the Korean 

War, Jean Monnet, General Commissioner of the French National 
Planning Board and the man behind the Schuman Plan, sought to 
organise European defence on a supranational basis comparable to 
that laid down in the Schuman proposal

• The Pleven Plan. Creation of a European army, with the eventual 
involvement of German units, to be placed under a single military 
and political European authority

• The refusal of the French National Assembly to ratify the Treaty 
establishing the EDC
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De GASPERI and The European Political 
Community Project (EPC)

v“ A unified European army can represent the basis for the 
federal organization of European states”

vConstitutionalist approach
v From the EDC project to creation of an European federal state
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The Messina Conference (1 to 3 June 1955) 
• Determination to make ‘further progress […] towards the 

setting up of a united Europe by the development of 
common institutions, the gradual merging of national 
economies, the creation of a common market and the 
harmonization of their social policies’
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Character of negotiations: the 
choice between a general 
common market and partial 
sectoral integration
• The Spaak Report (21 April 1956)
Set out the broad lines of a future European Economic Community 
(EEC) and European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC). The 
report was divided into three parts: the first dealt with the common 
market, the second with Euratom, and the third with areas where 
the need for action was considered most urgent



The Treaties of Rome

Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community
+

Treaty Establishing the European Atomic Energy Community
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The Treaty of Rome (EEC)
§ It was signed on 25 March 1957 by Belgium, 

France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and 
West Germany and came into force on 1 January 
1958

§ It brought about the creation of the European 
Economic Community

§ It proposed to create a single market for goods, 
labour, services, and capital across the EEC's 
member states.

§ in 2009, the Treaty of Lisbon renamed it the 
"Treaty on the Functioning of the European 
Union"
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The principles of EEC

• Integration and economic growth
•Political integration 
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The objectives of EEC
• "Even closer union" between the peoples of Europe
• Economic and social progress, removing trade and other barriers between 

members
• Better living and working conditions of citizens
• Balanced trade and fair competition
• Reduction of the economic and social gap between the various regions of 

the EEC
• Gradual abolition of restrictions related to international trade, common 

commercial policy
• United Nations Charter Principles
• Better conditions for strengthening peace and freedom 
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The Common Market
• Acceding countries agree to gradually align their economic policies
• European economic area based on free competition between 

companies. 
• Approximation of the provisions governing trade in products and 

services in addition to those already covered by other treaties 
[European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) and Euratom]

• Prohibition on restrictive agreements and government subsidies 
affecting trade between the six countries

• The overseas countries and territories of the six countries and the 
customs union are included in the agreements, to promote their 
economic and social development
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The "Four Freedoms"

• Free movement of goods
• Free movement of capital
• Freedom to establish and provide services
• Free movement of persons
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The customs union
• The customs union of the European Union removes customs barriers 

between member states and operates a common customs policy 
towards external countries, with the aim "to ensure normal conditions 
of competition and to remove all restrictions of a fiscal nature 
capable of hindering the free movement of goods within the 
Common Market"

• It establishes a common foreign tariff on imports from non-EEC 
countries, replacing the previous tariffs of the various states

• The customs union is accompanied by a common commercial policy. 
This policy, managed at EEC level and no longer at national level, 
distinguishes the customs union from a simple free trade association
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Common policies
o The treaty outlined certain policies from the outset as joint policies between 

member countries, including:
1. The common agricultural policy – CAP (Articles 38-47)
2. The common commercial policy – CCP (Articles 110-116)
3. The common transport policy – CTP (Articles 74-84)
o It promoted the creation of other joint policies, in case of need. After 1972, the 

EEC envisaged joint action in the environmental, regional, social and industrial 
policy sectors

These policies were accompanied by the creation of:
1. The European Social Fund  ESF) to improve workers' employment 

opportunities and increase their standard of living
2. The European Investment Bank (EIB) to facilitate the economic expansion of 

the EEC with the creation of investment funds
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Common institutions
The treaty established specific institutions and decision-making mechanisms 
that make it possible to express both national interests and a common vision

vThe Council of Ministers
vThe Commission
vThe parliamentary assembly (later transformed into the European 

Parliament)
vThe Court of Justice

The first three receive qualified advice in decision making from the 
Economic and Social Committee.
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The Treaties of Rome
Concepts

• Ideology goes beyond economics:
• Focus on policy, a not polity and 

institutions
• Philosophy of market, competition, 

free trade 
• Formulating an economic viewpoint 

common to all Europe

Effects

• Formation of a special legal 
order

• Perpetuity 
• Radical change of a wide range 

of economic and social 
conditions – W. Hallstein and 
the Economic and Social 
Committee (ESC)



The European Mosaic
• EEC

• Customs Union
• 4 freedoms
• approximation of legislation
• competition law
• transport policy
• currency cooperation
• macroeconomic policy coordination 
• general policies

• Euratom 
• Institutes 

• Court 
• General Assembly 
• Council
• Commission



The European Association free trade

• EFTA - 1960 - as the response of the UK (+ 
Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, 
Sweden, Switzerland) to the European 
Communities

• Different stages of integration
• Inter-communal / interstate cooperation
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